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Renewsys launches 5-busbar cell production in
India’s Telangana

The firm claims it is the first Indian company to produce 5BB cells domestically. Credit: Renewsys India

India-based solar equipment manufacturer Renewsys India, part of international conglomerate
Enpee Group, has launched production of 5-busbar (BB) solar PV cells at a Hyderabad facility in
the Indian state of Telangana.

The firm claims it is the first Indian company to produce 5BB cells domestically. The products are
part of Renewsys’ RESERV range of multicrystalline cells, which are manufactured using European
PV cell equipment.

Commercial production of modules containing these cells will start from July onwards. Increasing
the number of busbars in a cell lowers the series resistance and thus increases the current,
allowing for greater module performance.

Having started cell production in India back in 2016, Renewsys also recently completed ramping
cell lines from 30MW to 130MW (https://web.archive.org/web/20170713104050/https://www.pv-
tech.org/news/renewsys-opens-100mw-cell-line-at-hyderabad-production-plant), reaching full
capacity at the end of April.

Avinash Hiranandani, managing director, Renewsys India, said: “Renewsys recognizes that quality
raw materials, commitment to R&D and competitively priced products are crucial to the solar
industry, affecting the performance and success of PV solar power systems. The launch of 5BB
cells and modules will significantly improve the performance of solar PV systems.”
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German concultancy Solsol helped on the cell production line work.

The industry awaits confirmation of reports that Indian solar manufacturers have filed an anti-
dumping petition (https://web.archive.org/web/20170713104050/https://www.pv-
tech.org/news/indian-pv-manufacturers-file-anti-dumping-petition-against-chinese-imports) against
equipment coming from China, Taiwan and Malaysia. Such a case could impact appetites for
setting up cell production in India.
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